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Ccanplter simulations of densely cratered surfaces seem to be the 
most flexible and reliable method for determining the behavior of crater 
populations near saturation [1,21. However, several untested 
assumptions go into those simulations: 1) the criterion for tagging a 
crater as obliterated, 2) the effects of limited dynamic range in crater 
diameter, and 3) the relationship between the size of the largest crater 
formed on the surface and the area of the target surface. Other factors 
should eventually be examined as well, but this abstract will deal with 
only these three. (KPE: in the results to follow the crater 
densities, IXX;(R) Is, should not be canpared across runs as different 
input parameters were used in different conditions.) 

Assuming that a crater is recognized when its rim is present in 
sane minimum percentage or greater, one can examine how the assumed 
minimum value affects the canputed saturation density. Figure 1 shows 
that the effects are small for quite negative (e.g. -4 differential) 
production slope indices, but can be significant for less negative (e.g. 
-2) indices. (In that figure, the relative density, R is for only the 
smallest bin in the simulation.) 

Holding other parameters constant, one finds that the saturation 
density decreases rapidly with increasing dynamic range (Figure 2 ) .  
This poses a potentially fatal problem to any finite-range simulation. 
What ameliorates this is the fact that for real craters very small ones 
do not fully obliterate the overlapped portion of the rim of their host 
crater if that host is very much larger. Furthermore, the dynamic range 
cannot be extended indefinitely to larger diameters; a maximum-size 
impacting body sets the upper limit. A correct simulation will 
apparently require selecting an appropriate lower limit to the size of 
craters effective in obliterating pieces of larger craters, and also 
include the largest craters in the population. Overall, limiting the 
dynamic range in a simulation will have same considerable degree less 
effect than that shown in Figure 2. 

If the size of the largest crater that can form on a target surface 
is held fixed and the size of the surface is varied, then the saturation 
level of all sizes of craters will also vary. At first the direction of 
the effect seems contrary to reason: as the target area decreases 
toward being the same size as the largest crater, the saturation density 
increases (Figure 3 ) .  This is because small craters on large areas 
cwer the region with predominantly whole craters-partial craters 
around the edges are subordinate in number. However, if the target area 
is small, then craters which lie only partially within the target- 
surface's boundaries became significant in number, but do not occupy 
their full potential of the target-surface's area. Hence, the number of 
craters increases because of these partially-present, under-effective 
craters. In this simulation any crater whose center was within the 
boundaries was included in the counts; other criterion will lead to 
other results. This is an previously unrecognized phenanenon suggesting 
that crater counts from relatively srnall surfaces may be biased toward 
overestimating the crz.ter densities. 

CONCLUSIONS: The three mrameters whose effects were examined here .. 
can all be characterized as 'potentially important' in determining the 
outccane of ccmputer-saturation simulations. Other parameters will have 
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to be isolated and examined too before one can fully judge either the 
fitness of previous studies or the inputs for future ones. 
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Figure 1: For production-slope indices more negative than -3 and 
images of low quality, the population density will be sanewhat less than 
that measured. 

Figure 2: Increasing the dynamic range of a saturation simulation 
without considering any limitations on either the size of the largest 
craters or the diminished effectiveness of small craters degrading much 
larger ones, leads to saturation density that becomes relatively 
independent of dynamic range only beyond a range of greater than 2 
orders of magnitude. 

Figure 3: Holding the size of the largest crater constant and 
increasing the percentage of surface area that that crater can occum 
leads to progressively greater saturation densities. 
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